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Facing the new situation of economic integration，financial internationalization，
information networking after joining WTO, there is an excellent opportunity for China 
to keep pace with the world in the field of financial computerization. The financial 
industry of China must go with the times and must join in intensive international 
competition. With the development of information technology and construction of 
financial computerization, the banking is more and more electronic, networking and 
intellectualized. With the benefit of modern network technology, e-banking can 
provide convenient, prompt and diversified service to customer. Therefore, many new 
patterns of transaction dealing, products marketing and customer servicing are created. 
This is the coming trend of banking in the whole world. 
Online banking is a combination of cyber economy and modern commercial 
banks. It is also the inevitable choice of a modern bank to compete with others. The 
rapid development of online banking make it becomes a new growth point for profit 
which is pursued by China banking. Online banking is a crucial element to a modern 
bank to optimize modes of business operation, reduce transaction cost of financial 
action, and improve management concept of modern commercial bank. 
This paper describes the security system, operation mode, business process, and 
implementation method of China Construction Bank (CCB) in detail. Furthermore, 
aiming at problems existing in practice of online banking of CCB, some possible 
solutions are suggested. 
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